
Warfare of the Turkish bourgeoisie, the misery of Kurdish 
nationalism and the massacre of the workers! 

Nationalism is among the most dangerous cancers in the labourer movement all 
around the world that its extent of destruction and catastrophes in some part of this 
hell of capitalism in the world is more frightening than elsewhere. The middle east is 
one of these areas and the Kurdish nationalism long-lasting plague that has captured 
the class struggle of the masses of working-class.  
Nationalism not only distorts the class boundary between the exploited workers and 
the exploiter capitalists from the workers ‘range of class consciousness in benefit of 
the capitalists, not it has only buried the workers' rage against capital and brainwash 
them, also not only mislead the struggle against the wage slavery system with the 
tragical class compromise, furthermore, Nationalism suppresses the masses of 
workers under the name and flag of homeland, patriotism and maintenance of 
capitalist relations that the nationalism relies on. Nationalism denies the workers´ 
class identity and necessity of the class struggle for the defence and risk reduction of 
this or that bourgeois state. The existing foundation of nationalism is based on the 
most disgusting ideology for defending the fatherland of the capitalists by the 
propagation of class compromise while it is organising the repressive institutions to 
humiliate and transhape them in defence of the bourgeoisie and its class interests. 
Nationalism performance foundation like any Mafia sects between the bourgeoisie 
relies on brutality and atrocity to obtain an increasing share of capitalist ownership, 
political rule, more profit and benefits of exploitation of workers, the bourgeoisie for 
doing this needs a homeland and raise the flag of an independent homeland. The 
slaughterhouse there the working-class people become exploited by anti-human´s 
procedure. Nationalism so long as doesn't possess any slaughterhouse until it won't 
own any motherland, yet it will dangle to any savagery. It will inject deadly opium of 
patriotism into the workers ‘intelligence and strength of cognition, and their lives too. 
Nationalism also changes the masses of workers into a mercenary army of the rule 
of capitalism and the bourgeoisie. Nationalism does all this to own the homeland and 
in the context of the terrifying motherland will exploit the working-class into the 
border of the hunger and misery. That´s what all around the world, nationalism is the 
same destructive phenomenon. What today in Syria we´re witnessing, on the one 
hand, it´s the explosion of the holocaust created by global capitalism and on the 
other hand, it´s the hateful Kurdish nationalism´s complicity in this disastrous 
humanitarian event. With the start of the Syria war, the lives and livelihoods of the 
Kurdish workers in an area between 19 to 42 thousand square kilometres caught in a 
storm of misery. A few million caught in hunger and poverty, unemployment and 
misery, lack of health and education could have taken the opportunity to unite, 
having their councils to perform an organized anti-capitalist movement. With this 
council movement against exploitation and all forms of capitalist barbaric oppression 
that they could´ve been getting into a campaign against it. The Kurdish workers had 
the opportunity to express as a class power against the government of the barbarian 
capitalists as they impose their demands on capital. They could have relied on their 
class power to decrease the pressure of the exploitation of the working class and 
make lives better, raise their expectations and test their own historic role-playing to 
get stronger more and more, extend a hand of solidarity and unity with other workers 
of Syria, Iraq, Iran, middle east and the rest of the world. The Kurdish workers could 
have increased the depth and breadth of class struggle against invasion by the 
bourgeoisie, against the totality of the bourgeoisie in the region and all kind of the 



bourgeois state. The Kurdish workers could have taken steps in this way, what 
achievement they could´ve made is a question that doesn't need any mathematical 
knowledge, but one thing is clear and that is that if the Kurdish workers adopt this 
approach and raise a flag of their demands, could build the basis of a real class war 
and hereto improve their daily lives depends on their class ability to change the 
balance of power between themselves and the bourgeoisie. The Kurdish working 
masses had that prospect because under the pressure of adversity and misery they 
would have exploded into an anti-capitalist revolution, but unfortunately, the latch of 
the explosion wasn´t at their disposal but rather in the dirty hands of the Kurdish 
nationalism, PYD it was. The party that belongs to left reformism, that knows the 
national seduction role very well. The PYD party deceived the workers to believe that 
in Kobani and the rest of the dominated region is a classless society, which there is 
no capitalist and worker, class exploitation is fiction and necessity of class war is 
nonsense. Here there is only some Arab, Kurd, Syriac, Assyrian, Turcoman, Suni 
and Shia, Yazidi and Hanafi, Hanbal and Muslim and Christian, in one word a 
companion of religions and nationalities.!!! that´s the creatures who don't have any 
reason for conflict with each other, man and woman, old and young together just like 
wolf and lamb live in peace under the flag of Rojava. The common homeland and the 
valuable national holy borders, being a nation and folk consisted of religions and 
ethnicities.!!!! The PYD said such to the working masses and the result of discourse 
became that all of them must guard the Kobani borders. Let´s just say that Rojava 
put aside any talk and discussion about the existence of class conflict, the labourer 
movement, council organisation of the working class and any sign of class struggle 
against capital relations. The PYD did so and encouraged the workers to workday 
and night for increasing profitability for the capital of the capitalists, dedication for 
defending of capitalist’s homeland and fight for this became the life of the working 
masses. Male & female workers became worn out for capital gains and fighting 
simultaneously for preserving the territorial integrity of Kobani, and for consistency of 
the power of the Kurdish bourgeoisie, establishment of governance of PYD and got 
into a fight against ISIL´s wild barbaric bloodthirsty army. In fact, they got into a war 
that on the one side the most monstrous bourgeoise with its ISIS, and on the other 
side many other governments that were under the leadership of the American 
imperialists. All male & female workers according to the decree of PYD became 
USA´s infantry, soldiers of the American war machine. Any class struggle got 
dismantled and everything was taken over by the Kurdish Nationalism. Millions of 
workers, man & woman, old & young and even kids fought with the help of the US 
army to achieve the goals of the Kurdish bourgeoisie and in the meantime, the total 
of national leftists of the world applauded for them. All left & right-wing parties of 
global capitalism, all faction of reactionary bourgeois communism praised them form 
all tribunes around the world. The right-wing parties talked about the American epic 
creation and the leftist bourgeoisie compared the Rojava scenario with the rising of 
the Communards in Paris 1871!!!! The Kurdish nationalism achieved victory in the 
company of the war army of the international bourgeoisie. The workers' masses 
continued living in poverty and hunger, lack of drinking water and health & education, 
inevitably selling their workforce and endure all miseries from capitalism, that´s it 
now is under a flag of the Kurdish bourgeoisie reign. But global capitalism didn´t 
satisfy with that so far and wasn´t going to be satisfied either. As the fire of war 
subsided between ISIS and coalition of American and others, and ISIS was 
defeated, then after that the Kurdish nationalism lost its matter of importance to the 
USA and west coalition. The warrior of Kobani that at present is not important as 



before for American capitalist rulers which now they look like trouble for no reason 
with the USA. The Kurdish nationalism completed its mission that meant sacrifice the 
workers for the American bourgeoisie because of nationalism loyalty. That´s why 
these workers weren´t required for the western capitalist front anymore. The 
American bourgeoisie went own way and contemplated the needs of west capitalism 
with a more brutal dominance, more profits, competitive and much more political 
criminality. That´s why western capitalism had to look for business and dealing with 
Erdogan´s bloodthirsty barbarian regime. The regime that doesn't tolerate the rule of 
Kurdish nationalism on the southern borders of the country and has always been and 
going to be in preparation for dismantling the Kurdish self-rule and the right to 
self-determination of the shareholding of the Kurdish bourgeoisie. The 
synchronization of totalitarian of the Turk & American bourgeoisie needed victims 
and the Kurdish workers under the rule of nationalism get be sacrificed in the most 
brutal and painful way. All this already has happened now and Trump has ejected 
the Kurdish bourgeoisie out of the west coalition and has opened the way for the 
Turkish army for a Holocaust of the Kurdish workers, men, women and children. 
What´s happening now in Kobani is an unwritten criminal alliance of the barbaric 
middle east bourgeoisie and the rest of capitalism around the world for the 
slaughtering of the Kurdish working-class masses in Syria. The Erdogan´s regime 
army is galloping with all power of the suppressive army and the west & American 
bourgeoisie disregard this blood bath. The Islamic regime of Iran despite whatever 
claim and others´ statement about the attack of the Turkish army against Kobani 
may be a great opportunity for Assad´s regime to get rid of the Kurdish workers as 
permanent trouble which has harassed Assad for a long time. In the meantime, 
Assad´s regime triumphant because whatever he wanted to do the Erdogan´s 
regime does. The trophies, conquest and the opportunities that the regimes of Iran, 
Syria, Russia and Turkey along or not jointly celebrate Turkey´s brutal and medieval 
attack against the Kurdish Workers. Will all this be a lesson for the workers of 
Kurdistan, working-class of Iran, Turkey and middle east and the workers of the 
world. Have to hope and struggle to be a valuable lesson in the contemporary history 
of the workers ‘struggle. 
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